
ABSTRACT 

Self Concept in terms of interpersonal communication context to understanding 
the meaning of Jihad and Terrorism Act (A Case Study of Mind Scheme of PM, 
Suspect of Terrorism Case): Nelly Rosidha Arif Yani. A thesis  

This research is proposed because of massiveness of terrorism case on 
behalf of religious motive and more militant, this research is conducted to know 
the self concept construction trough mind scheme analyze to understand the 
meaning of Jihad and Terrorism Act by qualitative approach in sociopsychology 
paradigm (constructivism) which pointed at understanding towards construction 
process of human mind understanding and behavior from point of view of 
research subject through interpersonal and intrapersonal communicaton of one 
suspect terrorism case, PM. Using the George Herbert Mead interactionisme 
symbolic theory which suitable with Ronald B Adler and Neil Towne thought, and 
by the schematic assistance of Johari Window to analyze the life experience of 
research subject PM, who is one of terrorism case suspect. Using the case study 
research method and data collecting technic by in depth unstructured 
interview.This study is an internally self concept study which the analyzation 
pursue to form propositions suit with cases studied with research type is 
explorative descriptive and the goal is describe the mind scheme of PM deeply of 
her comprehension about the meaning of Jihad and terrorism act in term of 
interpersonal communication context. The resulf of research is not able to be 
generalized to all another terrorism case suspect. 
 The result of this research shows that Self concept of PM change after she 
wore the fully hijab covering her body and married SA. Some show that  if PM 
has indication of negative self concept when explore her comprehensive of  the 
meaning of jihad and terrorism act which resist her interpersonal communication, 
and while she was communicated, she tend to disguise her personal area in terms 
of her comprehension of the meaning of jihad and terrorism act. With 
interactionisme symbolic perspective, PM can be summarized there are relation 
between self concept theory and mind scheme of PM in term of comprehension of 
the meaning of jihad and terrorism act on her self disclosure and identification of 
perception about her private / perceived self, presenting self and desired self. PM 
self concept has be found dominantly if PM was not openly interact about all her 
self area to others except for her husband, SA. PM avoid openly dialogue with 
others from her outside community (thogut), PM close her self area in term of her 
comprehension of the meaning of jihad and terrorism act by impression 
management while she presenting herself in front of public, family and or 
neighbor. Beside PM self concept in term of perceived self has found that PM 
disguises her self area to avoid the concerning other to her comprehension about 
the meaning of jihad and terrorism act. 
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